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AGRO-ETHICS: EXTENSION, RESEARCH, AND TEACHING

Glenn L. Johnson

Student unrest and the dissatisfaction of ac- literature of economics and philosophic value
tivists with the performance of "the establish- theory includes such scholars as Adam Smith,
ment" shook our society to its roots in the late John S. Mill, Henry Sidgwick, Jeremy Bentham,
1960s and early 1970s, as underlying values and Karl Marx, and Vilfredo Pareto. Currently,
accepted concepts of right and wrong were crit- Nobel Laureate Kenneth Arrow can claim
icized. Agriculture did not escape and is still philosophic status on the basis of his work on
widely criticized. Agro-ethics was born. Phrases social choices and individual preferences, while
sufficient to indicate the extent of the current the late C. I. Lewis, Professor Emeritus at Col-
concern about agro-ethics include: animal rights, umbia University, could have been classified as
environmental ethics, recombinant DNA, hard an economist because of his conception of right-
tomatoes/hard times, the export of our soil, ness as optimal and wrongness as non-optimal.
energy ethics, Nestle and the multi-nationals, Land-grant universities and their colleges of
feeding the world's hungry, the plight of the agriculture accept responsibility for producing
small farm, helping the poorest of the poor, useful information and even recommendations
farmer-adapted technology, small is beautiful, for solutions for practical problems facing ag-
and who controls U.S. agriculture. riculture. Thus, agro-ethics, as conceived above,

Ethics is conceived here as being evaluative of is an integral part of the activities of land-grant
decisions about right and wrong actions and of agricultural colleges. Within these colleges, de-
decision processes. It follows, then, that ethics is partments of agricultural economics have a key
the study, among other things, of rightness and logical role to play because of the long-standing
wrongness as well as goodness and badness and, close connection between economics and the
hence, of decisions and decision processes philosophic sub-disciplines of ethics and phil-
(Runes, p. 98). So conceived, agro-ethics has to osophic value theory.
do with the adequacy of information, as well as In this paper, I examine decision making or
the appropriateness of rules followed to process problem solving in terms of the kinds of research,
information into decisions about what ought or extension, and teaching practical in colleges of
ought not to be done about agricultural problems. agriculture, the kinds of knowledge acquired,
As such, it is also concerned with knowledge of and the underlying philosophies that facilitate
goodness and badness as well as positivistic and/or constrain our agro-ethical activities. The
knowledge. Involved, in addition, are ethical third quarter or so of this paper discusses
considerations of the appropriateness of decision mobilizing and accounting for support, leading,
rules, including sub-decisions about which rule and supervising, and reviewing and evaluating
ought or ought not to be used. such activities; in short, it deals with administra-

Agro-ethics could also involve a code of con- tion. The paper concludes with a short summary
duct for agriculturalists such as has developed of requirements for improving decision-making
for the legal and medical professions. While such (agro-ethical) research, extension, and teaching
codes are important, this paper deals with an in colleges of agriculture.
equally or more important role for ethics-that
of clarifying what various value theories and
philosophies of science have to say about making PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCESSES
decisions concerning what ought to be done.

There is a close connection between ethics and Agro-ethics and policy work are particularly
philosophic value theory, on one hand, and eco- involved at the problem-solving end of a
nomics, on the other. The optima we define in spectrum ranging from basic or disciplinary ac-
production, consumption and welfare economics tivities, to the problem-solving activities of ag-
indicate what "ought to be done." The classical riculturalists. Extension workers, the more
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applied researchers, and the less abstract teach- it, while the final step is to bear responsibility for
ers operate at the latter end. Thus, separate at- the consequences of the action taken; this lies
tention is given here to problem-solving pro- with decision makers and those who bear the
cesses. consequences of actions taken on the basis of

Figure 1 contains six problem-solving steps. decisions. Responsibility bearers monitor the
The two-way arrows in the figure allow for feed- environment affected by the act so as to deter-
back and successive iteration. In addition to the mine the consequences of the act. Such monitor-
six steps involved in the problem-solving pro- ing requires attention to the goodnesses attained
cess, the figure contains two information banks. and the badnesses avoided or incurred as a con-
The left-hand bank contains the normative in- sequence of the action, and includes monitoring
formation so important to ethics. Normative in- in a positivistic or non-normative way. It is dif-
formation is conceived as information about the ficult to overstress that solving problems (agro-
goodness or badness per se of conditions, situ- ethics) requires and generates both positive and
ations, and things. The right-hand bank isposi- normative knowledge. Practical problems cannot
tive, containing information about conditions, even be defined, nor can agro-ethics be discussed
situations, and elements other than about their fully without both normative and positive infor-
goodness and badness. It should be noted that mation. The problem-solving process uses nor-
the arrows from each of the information banks to mative and positive knowledge to generate pre-
the six processes are also two way to indicate scriptive knowledge: agro-ethics, as conceived
that, at each step in solving a problem, a problem here, involves both normative and prescriptive
solver may both draw on the two banks and de- knowledge.
posit information in them. There is also an over-
arching loop labeled "pragmatic interdepen- Equation (1) is of some help in envisioning the
dence." This loop recognizes the pragmatic as- difference between normative and prescriptive
sertion that positive and normative information knowledge.
are interdependent in the context of the problem
being addressed. (See Johnson, 1977, for a (1) prescriptive = f(normative, positive)
further development of the above classification.)
It is worth stressing, at this point, that the output The function relating the normative and positive
of the decision step is prescriptive knowledge. knowledge needed to solve a problem to the pre-
Prescriptive knowledge is conceived to be about scription to solve that problem is a decision rule,
what ought to be done in order to solve a f. Selection of decision rules is a fundamental
problem-about the rightness or wrongness ofproblem-about the rightness or wrongness of aspect of ethics. In the case of perfect knowl-
contemplated future acts. Once a prescription edge, the decision rule is simply one of subtract-
has been formulated, the next step is to execute ing badness from goodness (which are norma-

tive), subject to constraints specified by positive
knowledge, and then maximizing the difference.

.c I— , This is an application of the simple maximizing
' x/ ,^ calculus of static economics, or utilitarian ethics.
/ / Definition i Use of this calculus requires a normative com-

mon denominator among the goodnesses and
~ /f / Vi \ \0 ~ ~badnesses involved, the second-order conditions

that guarantee the existence of the maximum
/ O~bservation 1 \ sought; and also interpersonal validity of the

^ l^/ ~~ \ i^ +~ ~common denominator, if the various goodnesses
accrue to and the various badnesses are incurred

Normative Analysi ositive by different individuals. When knowledge is im-
perfect, ethics is complicated by a multiplicity of

Aa I _____ si_ J Jfactors, such as (1) maximize the expected dif-
\\ 1 Decision y/ ference between goodness and badness, maxi-

min, etc. one of which has to be accepted in a
sort of politico-socio-economic covenant; (2) the

Execution /need to engage in learning that involves the eco-
nomics (ethics) of the learning processes inherent••~\ iV /~~ |in Figure 1; (3) varying degrees of interpersonal

Responsibility validity in knowledge of the normative common
Bearing f denominator; (4) the infinite cost of perfect

knowledge of both the positive and the normative
FIGURE 1. Six Steps in Problem Solving Re- and, hence, the need to include in "f" various
lated to Positive, Normative and Pragmatic distributions of police, military, market, social
Knowledge (Johnson, 1976a, p. 226) and political power, if conflicts are to be resolved

with any decisiveness.
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A THREE-DIMENSIONAL FIGURE The third philosophy considered is that of prag-
matism. Pragmatism is an important philosophy

Figure 2 has three dimensions, each of which is undergirding much of the thinking that one en-
given specific attention in the next three sections counters in colleges of education and in exten-
of this paper. The first, or vertical, dimension has sion training programs. It also provides im-
to do with the kind of extension, research, and portant support for the work of institutional
teaching involved. Sometimes we concentrate di- economists who have been effective over the
rectly on solving a specific problem; at other years in addressing policy questions and in serv-
times, our work provides information on a sub- ing as advisors and consultants to public
ject, such as environmental quality or small decision-making agencies, and is thus relevant
farms. When we conduct subject matter re- for agro-ethics. Pragmatism and various norma-
search, extension, and teaching, we ordinarily tive philosophies are important for agro-ethics.
provide information from a number of disciplines Not all of the 9 vertical and horizontal slices,
or departments relevant to the subject. At other 18 horizontal rows, 9 vertical columns, and 7
times, we engage in disciplinary work and con- cells in Figure 2 are of equal importance. Some
fine ourselves to one of the traditional academic are contradictory; some appear void as viewed
disciplines, such as economics, chemistry, soci- from one or more dimensions. For instance, a
ology, or genetics. positivistic philosophy precludes the problem-

The second dimension of Figure 2 concerns the solving row included in positivism's vertical
three kinds of knowledge discussed earlier. slice. Pragmatism tends to preclude the two ver-
Sometimes we deal with positive knowledge. At tical columns in its slice that are concerned with
other times, we deal with normative knowledge, independent positive and normative knowledge.
and, on occasion, we deal with prescriptive However, the problem-solving slice requires the
knowledge, i.e., knowledge about "what ought positive knowledge of concern to positivists, par-
to be done." The last two kinds of knowledge are ticularly when carried out by non-pragmatists.
crucial for agro-ethics. Space limits for this paper do not permit discus-

The third dimension of Figure 2 has to do with sion of all of the relationships among the slices,
the underlying philosophies that strengthen rows, columns, and cells. The reader can investi-
and/or constrain our ability to produce the kinds gate them after becoming acquainted in the fol-
of knowledge just considered and to carry out the lowing pages with the different dimensions of the
three kinds of work considered in the first para- figure, which, in a sense, provides much of the
graph of this section and, in more detail, in the structure of this paper.
next section. While there are many philosophies
that could be considered, Figure 2 is confined to
three. Positivism is the philosophy that supports THREE KINDS OF EXTENSION,
much of the work of the biological and physical RESEARCH, AD TEACHING
scientists who produce the technologies so im-
portant for agriculture. The second philosophy We need to define the three kinds of work
considered is really a group of philosophies that in ire e disssi
can be subsumed under the rubric of nor- presented in Figure 2 before discussing their
cmativism these philosophies have rubto do wh te characteristics and roles in colleges of agricul-
mativism; these philosophies have to do with the

ture. The three kinds of work-disciplinary, sub-
knprod uction, validationess and badness per se. tion of ject matter, and problem solving-range acrossknowledge about goodness and badness per se. the spectrum, from the purely academic to the

very practical.
Disciplinary work has to do with the disci-

plines of traditional European or American uni-
versities-improving or teaching the theoretical,

JgZ5~~~ l|l X / > |empirical, and methodological structure of disci-
plines, such as economics, chemistry, botany,

Eh 7^- V a n^physics, music, and philosophy. Disciplinary re-
search and teaching are often referred to as ba-
sic. There are two varieties of such work, that of
known relevance, and that of unknown relevance

^^ ""^^ ^for solving practical problems. Some
^^>^^^ ^^^"^<~ ;^~ ~disciplines-economics, architecture, medicine,

law, engineering and military science-deal with
decision making and are more concerned with
ethics, as conceived here, than disciplines such
as chemistry and physics whose efforts primarily

FIGURE 2. Kinds of Work, Main Philosophies generate positive knowledge.
and Knowledge Important in Agro-Ethics Intermediate on the spectrum from academic

to problem solving work is subject matter work.
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Such activity is multidisciplinary and is often eventually to re-definitions of the subject matter
carried on in multidisciplinary institutes, or in of the multidisciplinary departments. Within col-
"institute-like" departments. Examples include leges of agriculture, some members of such de-
research and teaching relative to environmental partments sometimes try to specialize in one dis-
quality, small farms, energy, world hunger, or cipline. Thus, we find among agricultural econ-
rural manpower. Such subjects do not confine omists, some who specialize in theory, tech-
themselves to the bounds of a single traditional niques, or basic measurements that are important
university discipline; also, they may be specified to the traditional discipline of economics. Simi-
as including both positive and normative infor- larly, some biological and physical scientists in
mation. Subject matter work can be defined as colleges of agriculture are attracted to the basic
dealing with a subject important to a set of deci- biological and physical science disciplines. These
sion makers facing a set of problems. If the two tendencies are encouraged by the activities of the
sets (decision makers and problems) are well de- National Academy of Science and the National
fined, a subject matter area is well defined. Many Science Foundation. As individual researchers
departments in the typical college of agriculture and teachers in colleges of agriculture tend to-
are more like multidisciplinary subject matter in- ward the disciplinary to the exclusion of subject
stitutes than the disciplinary departments of a matter and problem solving efforts, there is a
traditional university. For instance, agronomy is grave danger that they will lose both their finan-
a mixture of chemistry, physics, bacteriology, cial support from organizations of farmers and
genetics, entomology, and so on. Agricultural their reason for being part of a land-grant college
economics, too, is multidisciplinary; in addition of agriculture.
to economics, it draws on agronomy, animal sci-
ence, sociology, political science, statistics,
mathematics, and more. THREE KINDS OF KNOWLEDGE

Problem solving research concentrates on a
particular problem of the decision maker (or Figures 1 and 2 indicate that three kinds of
makers) who face this particular problem. Prob- knowledge are involved in agro-ethics-positive,
lems do not respect the domains of traditional normative, and prescriptive. Machlup's survey
academic disciplines and are typically multidis- of the multitudinous ways these three terms are
ciplinary. Ethics is fundamental to problem solv- used by economists makes it necessary to define
ing and, without problems, ethics would be of these terms specifically.
little importance. Following the thinking of positivists, positive

Because problem definitions are crucial for knowledge is defined as that purporting to be
problem solving, there is always a normative di- about those characteristics of conditions, situ-
mension to problem solving work. The normative ations, and things other than their goodness and
dimension is sometimes present for subject mat- badness: positivists assert that there can be no
ter work and is much less in evidence in the dis- objective descriptive knowledge about goodness
ciplinary work of the biological and physical sci- and badness.
entists, although reputable scholars (Rudner; Normative knowledge is defined as knowledge
Georgescu-Roegen) argue that the normative is about those characteristics of conditions, situ-
an essential element of positivistic research even ations, and things having to do with their good-
in the biological and physical sciences. Because ness and badness. Such a definition flies in the
prescriptive knowledge is the direct object of face of positivism, but is consistent with the
problem solving work and the indirect objective long-standing interest of economists in utility,
of subject matter and relevant disciplinary work, welfare, consumer surpluses, the labor theory of
aspects of ethics are involved in all three. value, and, currently, the expected utility hy-

Colleges of agriculture tend to be made up of pothesis.
multidisciplinary, problem solving, and/or sub- Prescriptive knowledge is defined as knowl-
ject matter departments. The agricultural exten- edge about what ought or ought not to be done in
sion services of colleges of agriculture devote order to solve a problem, and is generated by
much of their time to the dissemination of rec- processing positive and normative information
ommendations to solve particular problems, and according to a decision rule to determine the
to furnishing subject matter information to most advantageous procedure. Prescriptive
groups of farmers who use such information to knowledge is the direct object of problem solving
solve the sets of problems they face. Ethics is work, an indirect object of subject matter and
crucial to the formation of those recommen- relevant disciplinary work, and the focus of a
dations. Research work in colleges of agriculture great part of ethics.
tends to concentrate on multidisciplinary sub- It is important to draw a sharp distinction be-
jects related to the agro-ethical issues of the time. tween the normative and the prescriptive, as
As problems and issues change, past groupings economists and many others often use the words
of disciplines into the departments of colleges of interchangeably (Machlup). The late C. I. Lewis
agriculture sometimes becomes obsolete, leading distinguished between the good and the bad, on
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one hand, and the right and the wrong, on the cal) sentences to produce descriptive (or syn-
other hand. We can grasp his distinction by not- thetic) statements that purport to describe the
ing that it is not always right to do that which is real world. Both positivism and logical posi-
good, if something better can be done at the same tivism have guided the extremely productive
cost. Conversely, it is sometimes right to do that work of the biological and physical sciences.
which is bad, if it is the least bad we can do. As An empirically untested premise of positivism
economists, we maximize the net good or mini- is that there is no normative reality to be experi-
mize the net bad. We define what we "ought to enced. This eliminates for positivists the possibil-
do" as either the act with the greatest net good or ity of there being normative primitives to com-
with the least net bad. Clearly, in Lewis' view, bine with logic to produce synthetic (descrip-
goodness and badness, which we define as nor- tive), normative statements. Concepts of good-
mative, are distinctly different from right and ness and badness are regarded as merely emotive
wrong, which we define as prescriptive. (See and are not accorded scientific or descriptive
Johnson, 1976a, for a somewhat different way of status from the logically positivistic view.
viewing the three kinds of knowledge.) Many social scientists have tried to make their

There is also the important distinction that the sciences positivistic. In economics, John Neville
prescriptive deals with that which "ought" or Keynes, Lionel Robbins, and Milton Friedman
"ought not to be done" in the future, rather than are important thinkers who have striven to make
with existing conditions, situations, and things. economics into a positivistic science. There have
Even when a past act is evaluated, the act itself been similar developments in sociology and
does not exist apart from its consequences. psychology.
Thus, prescriptive knowledge, unlike positive Logical positivism probably reached its zenith
and normative knowledge, is not about situ- at about the beginning of World War II. At that
ations, conditions, and things, and the positive/ time, many members of the logically positivistic
normative dichotomy can be exhaustive with re- "Vienna Circle" left Vienna to escape Nazi per-
spect to knowledge about what exists. secution. Logical positivism began to wane at

With extension work at the practical end of the about that time, but not as the result of the dis-
spectrum of work carried on in colleges of ag- persal. Philosophers began to doubt the idea that
riculture, we find that workers are particularly there ever can be a purely logical or analytical
concerned with prescriptive knowledge, and with statement, devoid of empirical content and, con-
positive and normative knowledge having a di- versely, that there can ever be a purely experien-
rect bearing on what ought to be done in order to tial primitive concept, devoid of theoretical con-
solve problems. Generally speaking, extension tent. Others began to doubt the empirical validity
does not conduct basic disciplinary education. of the premise that there is no normative reality
The same is true, but to a lesser degree, for much to be experienced in formulating indefined primi-
of the resident teaching in colleges of agriculture. tive, normative terms. Still further, G6del
Much resident teaching is done in departments (Runes, p. 118) demonstrated that no logical sys-
better described as subject matter institutes than tem is entirely provable wholly within itself. An
as traditional academic disciplines. Agricultural important, fairly recent book entitled The Legacy
experiment stations concentrate on subject mat- of Logical Positivism (Achinstein and Barker),
ter and problem solving research, with a some- and an article in volume 12 of the International
what greater emphasis on subject matter work Encyclopedia of Social Sciences by A. Kaplan
than one finds in extension. Also, there is re- put logical positivism in the past tense. Nonethe-
search and resident teaching that cover those less, many economists and operating biological
parts of the basic disciplines most relevant to the and physical scientists are loyal to logical pos-
problems faced in agriculture. In summary, itivism. Logical positivism merits considerable,
agro-ethics is more germane at the problem solv- if not exclusive, allegiance in that it has been
ing than at the disciplinary end of our research, extremely productive in helping both physical
extension, and resident instruction work. and social sciences produce positivistic informa-

tion. Its main drawback is the unrealistic con-
straint that it imposes on our ability to research

THREE PHILOSOPHIC STANCES normative questions in an objective manner. Pos-
itivism puts ethics beyond science-normative

Figure 2 presents three underlying philoso- and prescriptive (ethical) questions are regarded
phies important for agro-ethics-positivism, as non-scientific in logical positivism, this being
normativism, and pragmatism. essentially what positivistic ethics is all about.

Positivism: Positivism is a philosophy that For instance, in jurisprudence, "analytical posi-
holds that the source of descriptive knowledge is tivism" is concerned with positivistic questions
experience; in its highest form of development, it about whether or not a law was violated, with
is referred to as logical positivism. In logical pos- little or no concern for prescriptive questions
itivism, experience provides primitive, undefined about "what ought to be" the law (Bodenheimer,
terms that are introduced into logical (or analyti- Ch. 7).
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It is probably relevant to indicate what pos- available, it is a relatively easy matter to con-
itivists mean by objectivity. Basically, an objec- ceive of combining such undefined terms with
tive concept is one that has been subjected to logic to produce synthetic or descriptive norma-
three tests and has not failed, while an objective tive statements. Such statements, like their coun-
researcher is one who is willing to subject his terparts in positivism, can never be completely
concepts to the same three tests and abide by the proven. They, like their positivistic counterparts,
results. The first test is that of corre- can be conceived to be objective in the sense of
spondence-a test of consistency between the having been "adequately tested" for purposes at
concept being tested and another concept based hand. Also, like their positivistic counterparts,
on experiences not used in formulating the con- they are culture and time dependent.
cept being tested. This trial is closely related to Pragmatism. This is an important philosophy,
the concept of "degrees of freedom" in statis- particularly in the United States. It undergirds
tics. The second test is that of coherence. We ask much of the work done in colleges of education
whether the concept being tested is logically con- and has influenced extension and resident in-
sistent with other concepts in the generally ac- struction. Within economics, it underlies much
cepted body of logic of which it is a part. The of the methodology and thinking of the in-
third test is that of clarity, or the absence of am- stitutionalist school of economics. For prag-
biguity. This test is necessary in order to apply matists, the truth of a concept depends upon its
the first two. If a concept cannot be stated in a consequences (Runes, pp. 245f). They hold that
clear, unambiguous manner, then its double or when one knows the difference between the con-
multiple meanings may permit some, but not all, sequences of two different concepts, he knows
of its meanings to be consistent with experience, all the truth there is to know about the difference
or with other concepts. When positivists pre- between the two concepts. This makes norma-
scribe that their tests of objectivity or truth tive and positive concepts interdependent in the
"ought to be employed," they are operating contexts of the problems they are used to solve.
metaphysically, i.e., outside of or prior to their This is the first characteristic of pragmatism. A
own positivism. In so doing, they are prescribing second characteristic is reliance on the test of
a code of conduct for scientists. workability in judging the truth of a concept. In a

Logically positivistic knowledge is never en- sense, this last characteristic is but a special case
tirely proven, because of problems involved in of the pragmatic position that truth depends upon
interpreting sense impressions and because of consequences, and the correspondence test dis-
Gidel's problem with logic. It is always possible cussed above in connection with logical pos-
for a concept to be false, even though it is appar- itivism.
ently unambiguous and has passed tests of corre- Pragmatists tend, perhaps, to be more inter-
spondence and coherence. Further, as knowl- ested in prescriptive than in either positive or
edge improves, new concepts may be accepted normative knowledge. At any rate, pragmatists
that cause previously accepted concepts to fail tend to concentrate on problems and their so-
tests of correspondence and coherence. Thus, lutions. The problem-solving figure at the begin-
positivistic knowledge-yes, even that of phys- ning of this paper reflects a considerable amount
and chemistry-must be regarded as culture and of pragmatism. In pragmatism and pragmatic
time dependent. methodologies, truth is often approached itera-

Normativism: Normativism is not a single tively and interactively, the interaction being be-
philosophy-rather, it is a group of philosophies tween the investigator, on one hand, and deci-
concerned with answering questions about good- sion makers or affected persons on the other.
ness and badness. As noted earlier, classical and Pragmatists are interested in process as are in-
modern economists have contributed to litera- stitutionalists, industrial organization analysts,
ture on philosophic value theory. and many general systems science analysts. The

Normative, as defined in this paper, does not concern of pragmatists with problem solving
include the prescriptive, although it contributes makes their ideas particularly relevant for agro-
to it [see equation (1)]. Unfortunately, some ethics.
forms of normativism do not maintain a sharp
distinction between the normative and prescrip-
tive, which leads, in turn, to considerable confu- THE CONDUCT AND ADMINISTRATION OF
sion (Machlup). DISCIPLINARY, SUBJECT MATTER, AND

It is possible to conceive of an objective nor- PROBLEM SOLVING WORK
mativism following arguments developed by
G. E. Moore and C. I. Lewis. Moore (Ch. I) The three kinds of work examined above differ
argues that goodness and badness are undefined greatly with respect to (1) financing and accoun-
terms. This implies, even though Moore might tability, (2) leadership and supervision, (3) re-
not agree, that they are experienced and are sub- view and evaluation, and (4) stability and durabil-
jectable to the test of correspondence. If primi- ity. These differences require that the work be
tive, undefined terms based on experience are conducted and administered in very different
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CONDUCT AND ADMINISTRATION those providing the funds normally are not nearly
KIND OF

EXTENSION, as stringent. In the case of disciplinary research
RESEARCH, FINANCING LEADERSHIP REVIEW STABILITY of unknown relevanceit is likelyto be disciplin-

AND AND PUBLIC AND AND ANDlikely s
TEACHING ACCOUNT- SUPERVISION EVALUATION DURABILITY ary peers who hold each other accountable for

4— — — —the resources used to advance the respective dis-
DISCIPLINARY ciplines.

SUBJECT MATTER

PROBLEM SOLVING Leadership and Supervision

FIGURE 3. Schematic Relating Kinds of Work Leadership and supervision are forms of ad-
to Administration and Conduct of Research, Ex- ministration. Administrative requirements for
tension and Teaching in Colleges of Agriculture the three kinds of work differ in kind and

amount. Problem solving work requires the most
administration. For the most part, this arises out

ways. Consequently, land-grant colleges of ag- of the multidisciplinary nature of problem solving
riculture, with their stress on problem solving work and the continual change in problems that
and subject matter work, require procedures and makes it necessary to restructure administrative
administrative structures markedly different than arrangements. As problems emerge, are solved,
do institutions that stress disciplinary work. It is and replaced with new problems, different
important that agro-ethicists, college of agricul- supervisors are required to administer very dif-
ture workers (including agricultural economists), ferent mixes of personnel from various depart-
and agricultural college administrators know and ments and disciplines.
understand these differences. One of the problems faced by colleges of ag-

riculture in the 1970s was that the traditional mul-
Financing and Public Accountability tidisciplinary departments of the colleges were

not organized to develop information on such
When problems are serious, the people and topics as energy, depopulation of rural areas, en-

agencies facing these problems actively seek the vironmental quality, food safety, animal rights,
assistance of researchers, consultants, advisors, and other issues associated with agro-ethics.
and extension workers; they are typically willing Administrative structures in colleges of agricul-
to exert political pressure to mobilize appropri- ture changed less rapidly than problems and is-
ations for such assistance. In many instances, sues. It has been difficult to establish new agro-
they are also willing to pay the costs of obtaining ethical projects involving personnel from various
such assistance directly rather than through pub- existing departments within colleges of agricul-
lic channels. When large numbers of decision ture, and it has been difficult to change the de-
makers face sets of problems that require a partments themselves. Probably, however, col-
common body of knowledge for their solution, leges of agriculture, with their multidisciplinary
similar demands and financing opportunities "institute-like" departments, have had less trou-
arise for subject matter efforts. The same is true ble than have the more traditional colleges and
of relevant disciplinary research, provided that disciplinary departments in non-land-grant uni-
those persons and agencies with the problem versities and in other colleges of land-grant uni-
know enough about the problem and academic versities. A specific obstacle has been the loyalty
disciplines to be able to see what basic disciplin- of individual researchers, teachers, and exten-
ary research is needed to achieve a solution. Dis- sion workers to their multidisciplinary and disci-
ciplinary research of unknown relevance seldom plinary departments; tenured personnel are par-
has direct support from agencies and persons ticularly difficult to reallocate. Further, as bud-
with problems. More generally speaking, such gets have shrunk and tenured salaries have taken
research is financed out of general support for up increasing proportions of available budgets,
universities and basic research institutes, and is administrators have found it hard to restructure
provided in the conviction that society benefits research and teaching programs through control
from the development and extension of the basic of operating monies. Much of the redirection that
disciplines of interest in intellectual communi- has taken place has arisen from the soft monies
ties. available from agencies and decision makers fac-

Along with differences in financing go differ- ing practical problems.
ences in demands for public accountability. At the disciplinary end of the spectrum, the
Agencies and people who provide private sup- problems of leadership and supervision are sim-
port or who lobby for public support of problem pler. In the case of relevant disciplinary knowl-
solving and subject matter work expect results. edge, leaders and administrators are required to
Therefore, they demand that those receiving know only what kinds of disciplinary information
such support deliver the goods. The same is true are needed and to be able to determine who can
if they provide support for disciplinary research produce it and then assign responsibility to those
of known relevance, although the demands of persons. Administrative structures are not re-
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quired to bring together persons from a number successfully organizing information and trans-
of different disciplinary or institute-like depart- mitting it from one generation to another for de-
ments. In the case of disciplinary research of un- cades. At the other extreme, problem-solving re-
known relevance, it is mainly the disciplinarians search and work is not very durable. Once a
who know the deficiencies of their disciplines problem has been solved, the information needed
and the needed remedies. In a very real sense, to generate the solution is of little value, at least
administrators of disciplinary work have mainly in the mix required for solving that particular
hired competent disciplinarians and turned them problem. Intermediate between disciplinary and
loose. On the other hand, administrators who do problem solving work is subject matter work.
this can be expected to fail miserably when ad- Contributions on such subjects as energy, envi-
ministering problem solving and subject matter ronmental quality, and animal rights are more
work. enduring than problem-solving prescriptions, but

not as enduring as disciplinary contributions.
Review and Evaluation Closely related to durability is stability. Prob-

lems are unstable things. They change through
Proposals for research, resident instruction, time, and as they change, administrative struc-

and extension programs need to be reviewed and tures for subject matter and problem solving re-
evaluated before being implemented; once im- search, extension, and resident teaching pro-
plemented, such projects need to be reevaluated, grams must change. Problem solving work is
The project proposals and projects require vastly quite unstable, as contrasted to disciplinary re-
different reviews, depending on whether they are search and teaching, while subject matter work is
disciplinary, subject matter, or problem solving. intermediate in stability.

Within the disciplinary category, different re-
views and evaluations are required, depending METHODOLOGICAL AND PHILOSOPHIC
upon whether research is of known or unknown REQUIREMENTS FOR
relevance. Disciplinary work of known relevance IMPROVING AGRO-ETHICS IN COLLEGES
should be reviewed and evaluated by persons OF AGRICULTURE
facing the problems that establish relevance, as
well as by disciplinary peers (Gibson; National We have noted that colleges of agriculture tend
Commission on Research; Johnson, 1976b). to teach, and carry on research and extension
Even in the case of relevant disciplinary re- work of the practical, problem solving or subject
search, disciplinarians are often better judges matter type, rather than of a disciplinary nature;
than are the users of the research with respect to thus, they are deeply involved in agro-ethics, as
the adequacy of research proposals and efforts. that subject is treated in this paper. We have

Problem solving research is multidisciplinary. examined the kinds of knowledge required to
Therefore, the academic peers for reviewing contribute to problem solving, as well as the
project proposals and project accomplishments philosophic underpinnings for dealing with posi-
come from the set of disciplines and "institute- tive, normative, and prescriptive knowledge, the
like" departments involved in carrying out the last two of which are in the realm of traditional
project; however, that is not the end of the mat- ethics. We have also noted the substantial differ-
ter. We have already seen that problem solving ences involved in doing and administering such
projects are accountable to those who mobilize work. The remaining task is to consider philo-
financial and political support for them. Thus, sophical requirements (with methodological im-
affected persons and the decision makers of sup- plications) involved in problem solving and sub-
porting agencies are also relevant peers. There is ject matter (agro-ethical) work.
often need for various advisory committees made Our examination of problem solving processes
up of the clients who are being served, indicates that normative as well as positive in-

The same is true of multidisciplinary subject formation is required. Further, our examination
matter work, except that the group of affected of underlying philosophies indicates that logical
persons and decision makers is likely to be much positivism constrains our ability to work with the
larger, inasmuch as this activity serves sets of normative. Our examination of positivism also
decision makers and affected persons, rather indicated that, in some senses, it is obsolete,
than single or limited sets of decision makers. while our examination of various normative

philosophies indicated the distinct possibility of
Stability and Durability working objectively with the normative. There-

fore, agro-ethical work at the problem solving
The results of disciplinary work are much more and subject matter end of the spectrum requires,

enduring than the results of problem solving and first, that we free ourselves from positivistic con-
subject matter work whether it involves re- straints on working with the normative, and,
search, teaching, or extension. The disciplines of second, that we attempt to work with the norma-
the traditional universities have long been in tive in an objective manner. The latter is essen-
existence and have proven their durability by tial for an objective agro-ethics.
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However, the argument in the preceding para- straints on working with the normative if our
graph does not imply that we should abandon the agro-ethical work is to be effective.
philosophy of logical positivism and the powerful
methods that have been associated with it to The above arguments indicate that an eclectic
practice agro-ethics. Positivistic methods have approach to agro-ethics is needed, philosophi-
been very productive of new positive knowledge cally and methodologcally. We must be general
in the biological and physical sciences and are enough to draw on, but not be constrained by,logical positivism, various forms of normativism,also proving productive in the social sciences. logicalpositivismvaousformsofnormativism,
We need to reject the constraints of positivism on and pragmatism as dictated by the problems and

subjects that we research teach and extend.agro-ethics, while retaining the strengths of pos-that we research, teach, and extend.
itivistic methods for producing the positive Philosophic eclecticism, in turn, implies a paral-
knowledge essential for the practice of agro- lel eclecticism with respect to the techniques and
ethics. methods associated with the three underlying

philosophies that we have considered.Pragmatism is a powerful philosophy underly- plosophies that we have considered.
ing much of the training we have received rela- Sturtr, we have noted that problem solv-
tive to resident instruction and, especially, ex- ing and subject matter work are multidiscipln-
tension methods and techniques. Most teaching ary. Thus, we are required to be general not only

with respect to disciplines, but also with respect
and extension personnel in colleges of agriculture th rsct to es ut als it

have philosophies reflecting both logical pos- to the various multidisciplnary (institute-like)
itivism and pragmatism. Within agricultural eco- departments found in the typical college of ag-
nomics, the important school of thought known ricuture.
as institutional economics is undergirded by a Because agro-ethics is at the problem-solving
pragmatic philosophy, which, in turn, causes ag- end of the spectrum, and because problems are
ricultural institutional economists to rely heavily both changeable and multidisciplinary, a great
on pragmatism and its methods. This approach deal of flexibility is required. Administrators,
tends to concentrate on problem solving and, as administrative structures, and individual re-
such, comes nearer than the other two searchers need to be flexible. We need tempo-
philosophies considered herein to providing a rary administrative units to address the problems
complete basis for agro-ethics. Pragmatism re- and issues that are currently important. The
gards positive and normative knowledge as in- structures need to be flexible enough to disap-
terdependent in the contexts of the problems pear once the problem is solved, thereby releas-
they are being used to solve. It seems clear that ing personnel for recombination into new config-
the agro-ethical work in colleges of agriculture at urations appropriate for the next problem or
the problem solving end of the spectrum should problems that comes over the horizon (Johnson,
continue to emphasize pragmatic methods. One 1971). Individuals need to be flexible enough to
caveat must be made, however. The pragmatic join different teams as projects and administra-
view of positive and normative truth as interde- tive structures are changed to adjust to the solu-
pendent in the context of problems leads to a tion of old problems and the emergence of new
complicated, holistic view of the world. Often- ones. We must be willing to fit into various teams
times, important positivistic questions can be an- and administrative structures, sometimes as a
swered in the biological and physical sciences, minor contributor, at other times as an important
especially, but also in the social sciences without contributor and, in a few cases, perhaps as ad-
involvement in the complicated, holistic, prag- ministrators. When we are project leaders for a
matic approach. In such cases, a pragmatic phi- time, we have to be prepared to drop such lead-
losophy imposes an unnecessary constraint that ership once we have succeeded in solving the
should be rejected along with positivistic con- problem for which the project was established.
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